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“IT IS NOT THE STRONGEST, OF THE SPECIES THAT SURVIVES, NOR THE 
MOST INTELLIGENT, BUT THE ONE MOST ADAPTIVE TO CHANGE.” 

Charles Darwin’s observation about the animal kingdom 
back in 1868 is a  pitch-perfect assessment of today’s 

business  environment. We must adapt or die. 



THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION

Many of the challenges associated with digital transformation are 
not new, but now carry an urgency unique to the pace of change. 
That it comes a quick 20 years after our last great transformative 
revolution — one which saw computing power massively scale — 
makes the pace of the Industrial Revolution look glacial by 
comparison. This accelerating timeline of change shows no signs of 
slowing down and smart retailers recognize, in addition to changes 
in technology, they must anticipate the pace of the change as well.

Digital transformation, widely accepted as revolutionary, differs 
from earlier technological shifts in one important regard: it is as 
much about philosophy as it is technology. Implementing 
transactional solutions — whether ERP, WMS, BI or PLM, alone or 
in combination — the focus was always on the technology; get it 
installed, get people trained, then launch. The transactional 
capabilities set expectations and drove activities in a comparatively 
linear way. Overtime, like ripples in a pond, the application in use 
would create opportunity for changes in a variety of areas – 
productivity, analysis and reporting, collaboration and many 
others. 



IN THIS PERIODIC SERIES OF ARTICLES, WE’LL EXPLORE HOW DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION IS CHANGING EVERY ASPECT AND ACTIVITY OF THE RETAIL 
EXPERIENCE — NOT JUST IN CUSTOMER-FACING EXCHANGES, BUT ALSO 
THROUGHOUT THE BACK-OFFICE OPERATIONS OF YOUR ENTERPRISE.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IS HAVING A MOMENT

THE FUTURE

IS NOW
Companies are faced with a stark choice: adapt or decline. New 
capabilities, supported by technologies, force a response. The 
retailer’s challenge is in two parts; first, to understand the new 
technologies and then to adapt to make full use of it. In doing so, 
you set the organization on a course without the guidelines familiar 
to earlier technology initiatives.
 

Perhaps, most critically, it requires letting go of the past. 
Organizations need to be simultaneously adept at both 
implementation and experimentation. Failure to recognize this at 
the outset has resulted in many retailers struggling to understand 
why their substantial investment in capital and human resources is 
not generating the return on investment they, their shareholders 
and customers expect. 

The past is no longer prologue. Retailers whose digital strategy is 
anchored in leveraging “what’s made us successful in the past” are 
doomed to failure. That Amazon is regarded as the leader in digital 
transformation in retailing reinforces this fallacy. Amazon 
transformed nothing; they formed everything. Amazon started with 
a philosophy around customer engagement and built from that. 
This distinction is fundamental to understanding where to begin 
and how to proceed in transforming your own organization. 

KNOWING YOUR

CUSTOMERS
As we’re forced every day to recognize that our customers must be 
at the center of all activities of the enterprise, it becomes startlingly 
clear that doing so requires the adoption of new philosophies and 
principles. 

To begin, we’ll leave you with this challenge: Define your future 
ideal customer. What are their characteristics? Why is this customer 
important to you? Why should you be important to them? How do 
they differ from your customers of today? The answers to these 
questions begin your digital transformation journey. 

In coming articles, we’ll talk more specifically about ways to nurture 
this transformative philosophy and use it to shape original and 
competitive customer experiences, operational processes and 
business models. We hope you’ll find these informative and 
helpful to your strategic and tactical planning exercises and look 
forward to hearing from you.

Theo is a Principal at Applied Retail Transformation, 
a boutique consulting firm that specializes in 
Supply Chain and Digital Transformation for 
Retailers, Wholesalers/Brands.
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